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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like SO MUCH TEXT!

Local Sock Theif Found!
Laundry Doers Rejoice!
by Sam Schall ~ Daily Bull

Laundry rooms everywhere have feared the sock thief, the maniac
who goes around and causes your left sock to go missing, for a long
time now. No matter what you seem to do – tie the socks together,
ball them up, staple them, hot glue, duct tape – that sock always
goes missing and it’s always the left sock. The mystery has gone unanswered for a long time and there has been no chance at catching the
one stealing the socks -- until now.
Detective Smith of Smithtown in the middle-of-nowhere-state followed the clues that were randomly left behind in the scene of the
crimes (laundromats, home basements, dorms) and connected everything to one person, whose name will be kept secret for their own
safety and will be only referred to here as ST (Sock Thief). Det. Smith
has noticed that the scene of the crime in some rare cases have been
dusted for toe prints and fingerprints and in some others hairs left
behind. These were all spread in different areas of the country but in
a pattern. The good detective was able to trace this pattern and predicted the next sock stealing at the country’s only sock museum and
the target was the golden sock. He was half correct, as ST went for
the President’s sock instead. In the end and after a long fight involving
stick bombs and dirty socks, ST was apprehended and taken in to
custody by the FBI.
Despite being questioned on where all the socks were, ST has yet to
answer the question and it is up to debate whether or not to inter...see Stop! Theif! on back

Herman “Ash Ketchum” Cain Withdraws
From the Race, Promises to Catch all
151 Original Pokémon
By Alex Dinsmoor ~ Daily Bull UK Correspondent

Over the weekend, Herman “Ash
Ketchum” Cain announced his
withdrawal from the presidential
campaign due to complications
with his personal “encounters”
with female individuals over a
span of many years. Due to the
damaging nature of these allegations, Cain announced his withdrawal to a crowd of his supporters.

dent of this fine nation. However,
there is still a way I can win the
hearts of every American; I will
attempt to catch all 151 original
Pokémon to complete my Pokédex.”

Unannounced to the crowd
or the media at the event, his
speech took an unexpected turn
while announcing his withdrawal.

“Cain must realize that, although
he caught all 646 STDs without any trouble from the ladies,
catching all 151 original Pokémon is no easy task. The games
are designed to prohibit any one
person from being able to catch
every Pokémon in a single game.
That being said, Cain would have
to complete two whole Poké-

“To quote the Pokémon Movie, “I
want to be there very best. Like
no one ever was.” However, due
to my complications with my 69
69 69 plan, I can no longer accomplish that goal as your Presi-

The nature of this announcement
comes with high scrutiny from
the liberal media, noting the difficulty of such task.

...see HERMANS! on back

Pokemon Profile Picture Month
Are you game? Tauros!
Mass Murder in Calumet, Killer Suspected as
Jolly Bearded Man
by Kyle Roe ~ Daily Bull

Calumet, MI - The police rushed to the house of Calumet Gigolo
Zack Alisalson last weekend after receiving an energetic and peppy
distress call about a “red-coat-wearing assailant.” Sadly, upon entering the house Calumet Police found, alongside enough psychedelic
mushrooms to feed a man for a month and over 2000 legally purchased DVDs, Mr. Ricks dead body next to an undecorated tree.
Zach Alisalson’s death marks the seventh murder this month, each
death corresponding to a day on the Advent calendar.
Calumet Police Chief Zachary Alisal insists that they will catch this killer
before the holiday begins. “From the multiple eye witness sightings
we have received, we are sure we know exactly who this man is,”
Chief Alisal stated in last night’s public address, “He is a 6 foot tall,
bearded man who is almost always wearing a red coat and red snow
...see Away Murder, Ransom.... on back

Come on Pikachu! Lets go! We have to catch all the pokemans!
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Yes, We Deliver
to Campus Too!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

...from HERMANS! on front

...from Away Murder, Ransom.... on front

mon games in order to complete
his Pokédex. This is a man who
couldn’t keep his own relationship going without cheating on
his wife, how can we expect him
to be able to stick with not one,
but two Pokémon games?” said
Rachel Maddow, MSNBC Contributor

pants. Besides his red poof-ball
hat and jolly laugh, he is most
iconically recognized by his tendency to strip seasonal trees of
their decorations while also leaving a few lumps of coal under
said tree.” While waiting for the
Police Chief to reveal the name
of the murderer, we asked a few
nameless bystanders their opinion on the serial killings.

Pokémon experts also agree, it is
not a simple task to “be the very
best, like no one ever was,” since
in order to catch each and every
Pokémon, you must spend large
amounts of time at the game
due to the complex locations
of some Pokémon. Also, one
expert noted, if Cain does not
prepare his party well enough,
he may not be able to catch
the legendary Pokémon and the
legendary birds needed to complete his Pokedex.
There also is the issue with the
catching of Mew, however,
Cain’s staff have been recently
seen posting on Craigslist with
posts titled “Need Pokémon
Mew in red version, will pay
with campaign contributions and
breadsticks.”
With this failed Republican candidate promising to fulfill one of
the great American dreams, what
can we expect the next failed
candidate to do; beat the Elite
Four with Magikarps?
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ing Mr. Claus’s next target, officials recommend all families tripling the
amount of seasonal decorations on and in their homes to slowdown
Zachary Claus’s de-decorating signature act. Local businesses, including the popular Zachmart, are also joining the spirit and upping the
prices of all their products, to place more “value” on the holiday
shopping. “People will respect gifts more and feel every extra dollar
went into the purchases with extra love and care,” stated one store
manager.

“I grew up in Calumet, and recall
as a kid my parents always telling me stories about that man,”
said Zach McAlisal, a Michigan
Tech student who had been
parasailing by on his long-board
wearing a T-shirt and shorts in the
30 degree weather. “When I got
older I found out from my friends
that the Jolly Bearded Man was
not real, but apparently I was
wrong.”
When asked about the killer, a girl
by the name of little Zachary-Sue
Who, who was not more than
two, quietly told us with a smile:
“The jolly man is good, he only
violently murders men who are
on the naughty list. All the blood
and the decapitations and the
acts of grand theft auto are the
jolly man’s way of telling us we
have been bad this year. Maybe
if we get in the Christmas spirit
we will realize these serial killings
are not that severe.”
“In hopes that the public will be
able to aid in the arrests of the
killer,” Police Chief Zachary Alisal
continued, “we are disclosing
that the man is none other than
local Calumet resident Zachary
Nickalisal Claus. Zachary Claus is
well known throughout Calumet
as the friendly old man who is
always sitting on his porch on an
antique World War I rocking chair
while eating tapioca pudding
listening to Christian ScreamO
Metal.”
Currently, with a murder happening each day of the month, there
is high tension among the Calumet community that someone
will be confronted by Zachary
today. To lower chances of be-

That would explain why there was ‘snow’ in the fire place!
...from Stop! Theif! on front

rogate the sock thief with the socks of the military after boot camp.
ST did answer on “why only the left socks?” The answer was actually
revealed when the shoes were removed for cavity searches. The thief
was revealed to have two left feet and needed only left socks.
Now that the sock thief has been arrested and awaits trial, Detective
Smith has vowed to start on other nationally important cases, such
as where things go when you lose them and what happens to the
hours in the day when you have something due. In the trial of the sock
thief, the victims of the thief are being asked to appear in court, give
a statement or send a later to their local branch of the FBI and give
testimony of how they were wronged by the thief. And those who
are looking to get their socks back, they will have to wait for the socks
to be uncovered, which is hoped to be within the next 3 weeks.

